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ABSTRACT
Calorimetric measurements of the dynamic net heat flow through a complex fenestration system
consisting of a buff venetian blind inside clear double glazing are used to derive the directiondependent beam SHGC of the fenestration. These measurements are compared with calculations
according to a proposed general method for deriving complex fenestration system SHGC’S from
bidirectional layer optical properties and generic calorimetric properties. Previously published
optical measurements of the same venetian blind and generic inward-flowing fraction measurements
are used in the calculation. The authors find satisfactory agreement between the SHGC
measurements and the calculation.
Significant dependence on incident angle was found in the measured SHGC’S. Profile angle was
not found to be a useful variable in characterizing the system performance. The predicted SHGC was
found to be inherently dependent on two angles, although only the incident angle variations were
observable under the test conditions.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is the last in a series of five publications summarizing work on the joint
ASHRAE/DOE Research Project 548-RP. The goal of this research project was to develop a method
for characterizing the performance of fenestration systems containing optically complex elements,
such as venetian blinds, shades, or other nonsecular shading devices, and to demonstrate the
feasibility of this method by accumulating the data necessary to apply the method and comparing the
resulting prediction of solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) with measurements made under realistic
conditions.
The first publication (Klems 1994A) outlines the general strategy, physical basis, and
mathematics of the method. Beginning with the standard definition of the SHGC, F, extension to a
multilayer complex fenestration system requires an F that may depend (in the most complex case) on
incident rays and the normal to the plane of the glazings. When one of the fenestration elements has
a characteristic direction in the glazing plane (e.g., the direction of venetian blind slats), then F may
incident direction and the normal to the glazing plane) relative to that characteristic direction. In the
general case, then, the SHGC is given by
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(1)

where TfH is the directional-hemispherical solar-optical transmittance of the system, it is assumed that
there are M layers, Afi is the front absorption and N i the inward-flowing fraction (IFF) of the i th
layer. For determining F the project methodology utilizes two strategies, which we term thermal-solar
separation and the layer method: (1) Thermal-solar separation: Ni must be determined
calorimetrically for a given system geometry and set of emittances, but will be the same for all such
systems regardless of the solar-optical properties of the layers. It therefore need only be determined
once for a “thermally prototypic” system and can be combined with quantities TfH and Afi
determined by non-calorimetric optical techniques to produce values of F for a variety of similar
systems. The fourth publication (Klems and Kelley 1995) presents the results of an extensive set of
calorimetric measurements of layer-specific inward-flowing fractions for common thermally
prototypic systems involving shading. (2) The layer method: TfH and Afi, which are system solaroptical properties (Afi being the layer absorptance in a given system), are calculated from the bidirectional transmittance and reflectance distribution functions of individual layers.
In addition the project characterizes complex layer hi-directional properties by a measurement of
their spatially-averaged characteristics over a suitably chosen grid of discrete directions. The second
publication (Klems 1994B) describes how this is done, develops the detailed mathematical formulas
that result for calculating TfH and Afi from the discretized bidirectional layer properties, and works
out a simple example calculation. The third publication (Klems and Warner 1995) describes the
method of making the layer bidirectional measurements, utilizing the LBL Scanning GonioRadiometer/Photometer Facility (“scanner”), and presents measurements made on a white diffusing
shade and on a buff venetian blind with slats tilted at a 45° angle relative to the plane of the blind.
This paper is concerned with validating the method by comparing (a) the value of F obtained
from equation 1 and the separate measurements of bidirectional layer properties and layer-specific
inward-flowing fractions with (b) direct measurements of F utilizing dynamic calorimetry. Because
the focus of the whole effort is on a methodology that will be useful for predicting dynamic
fenestration heat flows in buildings, we chose to make the measurements under conditions that reflect
the field conditions under which windows with shading systems might be used.
A preliminary paper (Klems and Warner 1992) had shown that the method is valid for the white

diffusing shade inside clear double glazing. This is not a very stringent test of the method. The
shade has low transmittance and the diffuse nature of its reflectance washes out most anglular
dependence of the glazings. It was generally recognized that a venetian blind presents a much more
demanding test. We treat this case in the present paper.
THE MOWITT FACILITY

SHGC’S were measured using a well-known mobile thermal test facility (Klems, Selkowitz et al.
1982; Klems 1988) in Reno, NV. This is a mobile calorimetric facility designed to measure the net
heat flow through a fenestration as a function of time under realistic outdoor conditions. Consisting
of dual, guarded, room-sized calorimeters in a mobile structure, the it can simultaneously expose two
-2-

windows to a room-like interior environment and to ambient outdoor weather conditions while
accurately measuring the net heat flow through each window. This measurement comes from a net
heat balance on each calorimeter chamber, performed at short intervals. To get an accurate net heat
balance measurement and control the interior air temperature during the full diurnal cycle, each
calorimeter chamber contains an electric heater, a liquid-to-air heat exchanger with measured flow
rate and inlet/outlet temperatures, and a nearly continuous interior skin of large area heat flow
sensors. There are also provisions for measuring all auxiliary electric power dissipated inside the
chambers (e.g., fan power). A diagram and photograph of the facility can be found in (Klems and
Kelley 1995).
During the measurement associated instrumentation measures a variety of internal and external
conditions: An array of thermistors with radiation shields monitors the average interior air
temperature in each calorimeter, and an aspirated thermistor located in the on-site weather tower
measures the exterior air temperature. A standard rotating-cup anemometer and weather vane
measures the free-stream wind speed and direction. A sun-tracking pyrheliometer and a
horizontally-mounted pyranometer measures beam and total horizontal solar intensity, respectively.
A vertically-mounted pyranometer mounted above the two window samples measures the total solar
(and ground-reflected) radiation intensity incident on the windows, and a vertically-mounted
pyrgeometer measures the total incident long-wave infrared radiation (emitted by the sky and
ground). A specially-designed sensor located between the two window samples monitored the
nighttime effective heat transfer film coefficient.
MOWITT MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR HEAT GAIN COEFFICIENTS
Direction-dependent SHGC’S were derived from the measured net heat flow through the
fenestration systems using the following model:

where A, BD and Bn are fitted constants and the functions g 0 and gn are defined as

window-afternoon hours in most cases, since the orientation was west-facing. When there were not six
hours of daylight, terms were dropped from the sum and the corresponding B values ignored in the

fitting.

glazed area of the fenestration. By separately averaging the solar angles over the same hourly
intervals, we could associate the Bn with the corresponding average sun angles. Because the sun
angles may change on the order of 15° per hour, this procedure gave the determination an angular
resolution comparable to that of the scanner measurements.
For the case of the buff venetian blind (for which scanner measurements are described in (Klems

and Warner 1995)) mounted as an interior blind on a wood-frame, double-glazed window (2.5 mm
clear glass each pane), the derived beam solar heat gain coefficients are plotted in Figure 1

reasonably well, even though the solar azimuths of data points with the same incident angle may be
substantially different. This point will be discussed further below. Differences between
measurements may also reflect the difficulty of setting the blind slats at a precisely reproducible tilt
angle in the field. Points in the plot are untrustworthy at both extreme high and low incident angles.
The high angles occurred just after solar noon when the sun begins to be incident on the west-facing
facade; these conditions are particularly sensitive to window reveal, exact placement of the blind
relative to the window frame, and other ideosyncracies of the experiment. Low angles, on the other
hand, occurred near sunset and correspond to low solar intensity. Errors in heat flow measurement,
small residual time lags in the chamber, and similar effects combine to make these points less reliable
than the plotted error bars (which are derived from the fitting uncertainty) indicate. In addition, the
particular fit method used may produce underestimates of the true uncertainty, since certain
correlations between the fitted parameters were disallowed in order to avoid predictable experimental
problems. For example, hours when there was direct sun were not allowed to contribute to the fitting
of the diffuse constant.
A comparison of the measured data from the MoWiTT and the model of equation 2 is given for
one day in Figure 2. A histogram-like solid line at the bottom of the peak indicates schematically

the time intervals over which the beam SHGC is assumed to be constant in the fit (by means of the gn
functions). As can be seen from the figure, the fit is reasonably good for most of the bins of beam
irradiation; however, for the last one there is a significant departure between model and data. In
general, we find that equation 2 is not an adequate form for modeling the data in the region near and
immediately after local sunset. While there may be a number of reasons for this, the immediate
implication is that the parameter obtained in the fit for that time does not have the intended physical
meaning, and we have accordingly discarded the last fitted constant. Similarly, it can be seen that in
the region before noon the curve, while fitting the data on the average, does not have the same shape
as the data. This would imply that the fitted value for B0 should not be interpreted as the areaweighted hemispherical-averaged SHGC, and that a more careful model of the diffusely-incident
solar energy must be constructed in order to obtain fitted parameters that can be calculated from the
scanner measurements. Accordingly, in Table 1 we display only beam SHGC’S from the first (i.e.,
leftmost) four bins indicated in Figure 2.
Table 1. MoWiTT Measurements and Layer Calculation of the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
for Clear Double Glazing with an Interior Venetian Blind, Slat Angle 45° Down

I

Mean Solar Incident Direction
I

I

Measurement
Run

(degrees)

(degrees)

Measurement

Layer
Calculation

Ott, 1988

28.29

159.03

0.49 * 0.07

0.59

42.48

149.84

0.51 * 0.01

0.52

56.77

145.73

0.43 * 0.02

0.45

70.77

143.87

0.37 * 0.05

0.25

30.90

111.89

0.53 * 0.01

0.52

46.07

117.10

0.51 * 0.02

0.48

60.58

119.31

0.43 * 0.04

0.40

74.47

120.03

0.35 * 0.07

0.22

27.56

132.69

0.58 ± 0.04

0.54

42.57

131.60

0.56 ± 0.01

0.50

57.54

131.27

0.49 ± 0.03

0.43

71.84

130.94

0.37 ± 0.06

0.27

August, 1989

Sept, 1991
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It has sometimes been suggested that the profile angle is the important variable in characterizing
the performance of fenestration systems with venetian blinds. In Figure 3 we plot the same fitted

hourly solar heat gain coefficients as functions alternatively of incident angle and profile angle. As
can be seen, the data cluster much less closely when plotted verses profile angle, indicating that the
latter has no special role in predicting performance, beyond determining whether there is admission
of direct sunlight.

I
Figure 3. Profile vs Incident Angle as Independent Variable, Clear Double Glazing with
Interior Buff Blind at 45° Downward Slat Tilt. Three sets of MoWiTT measurements of
beam SHGC’S made at different times involve different sun trajectories, and hence different
combinations of incident angle and projected azimuth. When the points are plotted verses
profile angle, lefl, the separate measurements appear to follow separate trajectories, while
when they are plotted verses incident angle, right,ll three measurements appear to cluster
(within experimental error bars) around a common curve.

COMPARISON OF THE LAYER CALCULATION WITH MOWITT MEASUREMENTS

1995) for the buff venetian blind with 45° slat tilt together with published (Rubin 1985) properties of
clear glazing were utilized in the layer calculation method described in (Klems 1994A) to produce
the directional-hemispherical transmittance and system directional layer absorptances for double
glazing with interior blind. The layer calculations were carried out on the 15° angular grid of Figure
3 of (Klems 1994A). These were in turn combined with the results for Ni from Table 1 of (Klems
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The calculation in Figure 5 is based on the photometric data accumulated by the scanner. A
second calculation was also carried out using radiometric (spectrally flat) sensor data. In principle,
the latter is preferable; however, in this instance a number of problems made the radiometric data
suspect. First, the low transmission of the blind in the forward direction meant a low radiometer
signal in that sensor, which because it is a thermal sensor is much less sensitive than the photometric.
For the photometric sensor internal noise is negligible; for the radiometric sensor it was a serious
problem. The sensor was also vulnerable to thermal drifts, and we had some indication that there was
heating of the sensor and integrating sphere in angular configurations for which there was higher
transmittance, and this in turn may have caused thermal drifts that were significant when the detector
moved to a region of smaller transmittance. Since we do not expect a great deal of spectral selectivity
between the visible and near-infrared regions for this venetian blind, the authors are inclined to
believe the photometric sensor when the two disagree.
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In Figure 5 the solar heat gain coefficient is shown only for downward-sloping incident directions
(f-p ≤ 0 ). Upward-sloping incident directions can occur only for ground-reflected radiation, which
is a broad angular distribution because the reflection is diffuse. Ground-reflected radiation will
appear as a part of the diffuse component of the incident solar intensity, which at least on clear days
is much smaller than the beam contribution. In the following we will be discussing primarily beam
radiation. The transmittance for upwardly-sloping incidence does appear as part of the solar heat
gain coefficient for downward incidence, but the radiation must first undergo at least two reflections,
one from the blind and the other from the pair of glass layers. Since the blind reflectance is nonsecular and the reflectance of the glass system is low, the upward-going intensity incident on the
blind will be low; hence, small variations in the transmittance for upward-going radiation will not
affect the overall system transmittance appreciably. For this reason, we conserved measurement time
by deriving the upward-incident front transmittance of the system from the downward-incident back
transmittance measurements, which by assuming front-back blind symmetry neglects the effects of
slat curvature. We do not expect that appreciable errors are introduced by this assumption,
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made it meaningful to plot the data as in Figure 1. The actual MoWiTT measurements from which
substantial, however, and a quantative comparison between the measurement and calculation must
take this into account. Figure 6 illustrates how this was done; it shows the approximate sun

Figure 6. Averaged Sun Trajectories of the MoWiTT Measurement Periods
Compared with Calculated Directional SHGC for the Buff Venetian Blind at a 45°
(sun-excluding) Slat Angle. Heavy solid line: August 1989 period; heavy dashed
line: September 1991 period; light dotted line: October 1988 period

Table 1 and Figure 1. These trajectories make clear why it is possible to plot the data, which clearly

F=Constant contours. This means that for all three measurement periods F is approximately the same
function of θ, with small differences between the measurement periods emerging for (θ below 45°. As
mentioned previously, the layer calculation was carried out on a 15° angular net, producing ultimately
values on F (θ, φ) over the same net, Values at the measured directions (which lie on the appropriate
trajectories in Figure 6) were then obtained by double linear interpolation of the calculated values.
The interpolated values appear in the rightmost column of Table 1 and are based on the photometric
data for the blind.
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In Figure 7 we compare each of the three data sets to the corresponding layer calculation interpolated
to the correct incident directions. All of the data in this plot is taken from Table 1. Each set of
points must be compared only to its corresponding curve, which is drawn from the appropriate
trajectory in Figure 6; for example, the 1989 data fits its curve more closely than do either of the

other two data sets; the fact that the 1991 curve lies close to the 1988 data and visa versa is an
irrelevant by-product of displaying all three data sets on the same plot and should be ignored.

Incident angle (degrees)
Figure 7. Comparison of the Layer Calculation of SHGC with the
MoWiTT Measurements for Clear Double Glazing with and Interior
Venetian Blind. Three sets of measureed points from measurement periods
with slighly different sun trajectories are shown with their corresponding
curves calculated with the layer method: Oct., 1988: Solid circles and
heavy solid line; Aug., 1989: Open circles and heavy dashed line; Sept.,
1991: Solid triangles and light dotted line.

DISCUSSION
We consider the layer calculations and the MoWiTT measurements in Figure 7 to be in quite
significant agreement. The calculation reproduces the angular trend in the data quite well, with the
normalization of the curve matching to within 10% in all cases of importance, and in one of the data
sets matching quite closely indeed. Considering the difficulty of arranging the blind tilt
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reproducibly in the field (a difficulty exacerbated by other issues that were being investigated
simultaneously), one would scarecely expect better agreement. Where there are larger deviations
between the points and the curves, one expects poorer reliability in either the calculation or the
measurement (or both). This occurrs at the end of the curve: the small-angle point in each data set
occurs near sundown when the solar intensity is low, while at the large-angle end the highest sun
angle in each data set may give data of poor quality because of the effects of window reveal and blind
edges, which are not dealt with in the calculation. In addition, as discussed in the section on scanner
measurements, large errors in the region of 75° incident angle are expectable.
Venetian blinds are expected to be among the most severe tests of the method, and agreement of
the angular dependence puts a stringent test on the whole calculation methodology. As indicated in
Figure 8, the system front transmittance TfH and blind layer absorptance Af3 (Afi with i=3) in the
system have magnitudes that are in some places comparable but have quite different angular shapes.
For example, along the line ψ = 9(F’ going from (3 = 30° to θ = O°, Figure 5 shows that the SHGC rises
slowly, going from around 0.52 to something less than 0.60. But along this same line in Figure 8 the
system front transmittance is rising sharply (TfH goes from about 0.15 to 0.40), while the blind
absorbance is falling (An goes from around 0.40 to 0.20). Since the blind inward-flowing fraction is
some 86%, both of these make comparable contributions to the solar heat gain coefficient. Matching
the MoWiTT angular dependence thus does not come about through the trivial domination of a
single physical effect (as is true for transmission in unshaded glazings).
That it was possible to extract a reproducible angular-dependent solar heat gain coefficient from
the MoWiTT data is in itself a remarkable new achievement. Operating in a fixed orientation for any
given test (rather than following the sun), the MoWiTT both represents a realistic window
environment and experiences a variety of sun angle conditions. Operating a calorimeter in this mode
has been controversial, and the demonstration that detailed angular information can be disaggregated
from the data gives an important new option in fenestration system property measurement.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the layer calculation method, utilizing scanning photometer
measurements, is a viable way of determining the performance of complex fenestration systems,
produces data that agrees with the most advanced outdoor calorimeter measurements that have yet
been done, and allows the application of a data base incrementally to a wide variety of systems.
Accumulating the data base is admittedly an arduous process, but we have now accumulated a set of
the most time-consuming measurements--those of inward-flowing-fractions--that should allow the
treatment of most of the common systems currently in use.
This makes possible a radically new way of approaching complex fenestrations, where the
calorimetry is essentially done and the emphasis is on making the appropriate solar-optical
measurements. A considerable variety of methods for making these methods exist or are conceivable,
and vary in complexity with the type of system.
The large amount of detailed data produced by the scanner appears to be important for obtaining

an accurate characterization of the most optically complex fenestration elements such as venetian
blinds. In fact, it appears that a finer angular grid than the 15° one used here may be desirable.
Further investigation is warranted to determine the relation between the achievable accuracy and the
simplification of measurement.
Further instrumentation work will be necessary to develop a method for dealing with the optical
properties of the most complex fenestration elements in a manner that is rapid, accurate and cheap.
This project has not dealt with the question of spectral properties and whether the intermingling
of angular and spectral dependence can significantly affect performance. In principle, one would
expect this. Research is recommended to explore the practical importance of this issue.
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